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1. Introduction 

The enactment of the Basic Agrarian Law (UUPA) is a significant change for the 

Indonesian legal system, especially in the land sector. Various changes made by the 

government are solely for the sake of achieving better changes in dealing with problems 

in the land sector.[1] One of the acquisition of land rights is through grants. 
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Abstract.  Grants  in  Indonesia  are  regulated  by  several  legal  rules,  namely
Islamic Law, Civil Law based on the Civil Code, and Customary Law. There is
one  case  of  cancellation  of  grants  made  by  parents  against  their  children.
Initially, the grantor gave a plot of land measuring 1938 m2 on February 17,
2003 to one of his children without the consent of 4 (four) other children of the
grantor. It was known that the object of the grant had two houses and two shops
on the disputed land.  The plaintiff  intended to revoke the grant because the
grantee  had  changed  his  attitude,  often  treated  the  grantee  badly,  behaved
rudely  and  hurt  the  grantor.  The  purpose  of  this  research is  to  analyze the
cancellation  of  land  grants  by  parents  to  children  according  to  Indonesian
positive law regulations and analyze the status of buildings on the object of
grants canceled by the Court. This research is a normative juridical research that
uses  a  statutory  approach  and  a  case  approach.  The  data  source  used  is
secondary data. Qualitative normative data analysis method. The results showed
that  the  Grant  Arrangement  in  the  Civil  Code  adheres  to  the  notion  of
Obligatoir separation and lavering where the will arises and is valid when he
lavering it.  That the lawsuit to cancel the grant from the plaintiff (biological
mother) as the grantor to the defendant (biological son of the defendant) as the
grantee is an underhand grant. Thus, the grant according to Civil Law/BW has
not  been delivered in  accordance with what  the law instructs.  Based on the
aforementioned article, the grant made by the Plaintiff to the Defendant can be
annulled  because  the  handover  process  has  not  yet  occurred.  One  of  the
principles  adopted  by  national  agrarian  law  is  the  principle  of  horizontal
separation. There is no legislation in Indonesia relating to the status of buildings
erected on grant land that has been annulled by a court decision. According to
the  author,  the  application  of  the  principle  of  horizontal  separation  in  the
aforementioned  case  is  appropriate  because  land  rights  do  not  include
ownership of buildings on it. Buildings, and other objects on a piece of land
belong to the party who built it, namely the defendant.
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The application of grants in everyday life has been applied and implemented in the
community,  especially  land grants.  A grant  is  an agreement  in  which the  grantor
during his lifetime freely and irrevocably hands over an object for the needs of the
grantee who accepts the handover. Granting includes a one-sided agreement, where
only one party has an obligation to the agreement, namely the grantor, while the party
receiving the grant has absolutely no obligation.[2] Hibah means a contract  whose
subject matter is the giving of one person's property to another person while he is
alive, without any reward.[3]

In the Compilation of Islamic Law, in principle, grants cannot be withdrawn.
However,  specifically  grants  from parents  to  their  children  can  be  withdrawn,  as
stated  in  Article  212  of  the  Compilation  of  Islamic  Law.[4] One  of  the  things
regulated in Islamic Law is about  property,  about  giving one's property to others,
whether  it  is  a  matter  of  inheritance,  grants,  or  wills.  In  Law Number 7 of 1989
Article 49 Paragraph (1) the three types of cases above are included in the authority of
the  Religious  Courts.  Law  Number  3  of  2006  concerning  Amendments  to  Law
Number  7  of  1989  concerning  Religious  Courts  emphasizes  that  those  who  are
Muslims in distributing their property must be subject to Islamic Law.[5]

Based on what has been described above, the problem to be studied in this
research is there is a case that occurs in practice, namely the Supreme Court decision
number 37/PK/Ag of 2021 which has permanent legal force (inkrah) that initially the
grantor A (Plaintiff) gave a plot of land measuring 1938 m2 on February 17, 2003 to a
child named N (Defendant) without the consent of 4 (four) children of the grantor
(Plaintiff). The grant was in the form of a piece of residential land with an area of
approximately 1,938 M2 located in New Guava, Jorong Padang Tujuh Kenagarian
Aur Kuning, Pasaman Sub-District, West Pasaman Regency. It was known that the
object of the grant had two houses and two shops on the disputed land. The Plaintiff
intends to withdraw his grant in the form of a 1,938 M2 plot of land that was given to
the Defendant on February 17, 2003 because the Defendant has changed his attitude,
often treats him badly, is rude and hurts the Plaintiff's heart.

Based on the aforementioned description, the grant given by the Plaintiff to the
Defendant was in the form of a grant declaration dated February 17, 2003, with no
grant deed made by a PPAT. Thus, the grantee has not become the legal owner of the
grant object. The grant has been running for 18 (eighteen) years. The author is very
interested in analyzing the cancellation of land grants by parents to children according
to Indonesian positive law regulations and analyzing the status of buildings on the
object of grants canceled by the Court.

2. Problems

a. How is  the  cancellation  of  land grants  by parents  to  children  according  to
Indonesian positive law regulations?

b. What is the status of the building on the object of the grant that was canceled
by the Court?
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3. Method

This  research  is  a  normative  juridical  research  that  uses  a  statutory  approach,
conceptual  approach,  and case  approach.  The data  collection  method used  by the
author  is  by  collecting  secondary  data  consisting  of  primary  legal  materials  and
secondary legal materials that are related to the subject matter of the research. The
data  analysis  method  is  carried  out  in  a  qualitative  normative  manner,  namely
interpreting and discussing the research results based on legal notions, legal norms,
legal theories and doctrines related to the subject matter.

4. Discussion

4.1. Cancellation  of  Land  Grants  by  Parents  to  Children  According  to
Indonesian Positive Law Regulations

Court  is  a  special  definition,  which  is  an  institution  that  hears  or  resolves  legal
disputes in the framework of judicial power which has absolute and relative authority
in  accordance  with  statutory  regulations.[6] Grants  in  Indonesia  are  regulated  by
several legal rules, namely Islamic Law, Civil Law based on the Civil Code (KUH
Perdata), and Customary Law. In essence, the regulation of grants according to the
three legal systems has several elements in common, although there are also some
differences in several respects. Grants in the Civil Code are regulated in Articles 1666
to 1693 of the Civil Code. Article 1666 of the Civil Code, grants are formulated as
follows: "A grant is an agreement by which the grantor, during his lifetime, freely and
irrevocably, hands over an object for purposes in the community often has a wrong
legal perception of the act of granting". The granting of a grant is based on a "free of
charge" agreement, which means that the achievement of one party only (the grantor),
while the other party does not provide a counter-presentation in return. The words
"during the  life"  of  the  grantor  are  to  distinguish  between grants  made in  a  will
(testament) which will only have force and effect after the grantor dies with grants
made while the grantor is still alive.[7]

According to Article 1666 of the Civil Code, a grant refers to an agreement in
which the grantor, with pleasure and without the desire to revoke it, hands over an
object to the grantee for his needs.[8] Article 1686 states that the right of ownership
of the objects contained in the grant that has been legally accepted does not pass to
the grantee, other than by way of delivery made according to articles 612, 613, 616
and so on. As stipulated in Article 1682 of the Civil Code that Grants for immovable
property such as land and buildings made by the parties by not using an authentic
deed,  the  validity  of  the  grant  is  invalid  because  the  grant  must  be  made  in  an
authentic deed, it cannot be made in a deed under hand.

Provisions regarding the withdrawal of grants are regulated in Article 1688-
Article 1693 of the Civil Code. Article 1688 of the Civil Code states that a grant
cannot be revoked and therefore cannot also be canceled, except for the following
circumstances:

a. If the conditions of the grant are not fulfilled by the grantee;
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b. If  the  person  to  whom  the  grant  is  made  is  guilty  of  committing  or
participating in committing a murder or other crime against the grantor;

c. If the grantor becomes poor and the grantee refuses to provide for him.

Grant according to the Compilation of Islamic Law abbreviated as KHI, as has
been described that a grant is a gift from a grantor to another person as a grantee when
the grantor (who has assets) is still alive. Furthermore, according to Article 210 of the
Compilation of Islamic Law in paragraph (1) states that a person who is at least 21
years old, of sound mind without coercion can grant as much as 1/3 of his property to
another  person or  institution in front  of  two witnesses  to be owned. Furthermore,
paragraph (2) states that the property granted must be the right of the grantee. Based
on the above provisions,  it  can be said that  everyone can give or receive a grant,
except those who are declared incapable of doing so. In addition, the willingness to
perform legal actions without coercion from other parties is an element that must exist
in the implementation of grants.

Article 212 of the Compilation of Islamic Law states that grants cannot be
withdrawn, except for grants from parents to their children. The scholars agree that
grants have pillars and conditions that must be met, so that the grant is considered
valid and the law applies. According to the majority of scholars, there are four pillars
of grants, namely:

a. Wahib  (grantor)  Wahib  is  the  grantor,  who  gives  away  his  property.  The
majority of scholars are of the view that if a sick person makes a bequest and
then dies, the bequest is one-third of the estate.

b. Mauhub lah (recipient) The recipient of the grant is all human beings. Scholars
agree that it is permissible for a person to grant all assets.

c. Mauhub, Mauhub is an item that is donated.

d. Shighat (Ijab and Qabul) The Shighat of the grant is anything that can be said.

The  Compilation  of  Sharia  Economic  Law  (KHES)  regulates  the  issue  of
withdrawing property that has been granted in several articles as follows: Article 712
KHES states that "the grantor can withdraw the grant after the delivery is carried out,
provided that the grantee agrees". Article 29 of the Compilation of Sharia Economic
Law (KHES), states:

a. A valid contract as stipulated in Article 27 letter a is a contract that is agreed
upon in the agreement, does not contain elements of ghalath or deception, and
ghubn or disguise.

b. The agreed upon contract must contain provisions:

1) A binding agreement;

2) Capacity to enter into an agreement;

3) Against a certain thing;

4) A cause that is halal according to Islamic law.
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In the Compilation of Sharia Economic Law (KHES) in Article 717 KHES "If
something is added and becomes an inherent part of the grant property, the grant may
not be withdrawn. But an addition that does not become part of a grant item, does not
preclude the possibility of withdrawal.

Grant  according  to  customary  law  According  to  Ter  Haar,  granting  or
inheritance (Toescheidingen) is the opposite of indivisible inheritance, which is the
division of the whole or part of the property while the owner is still alive.[9] The
basic motive for this granting is no different from the motive for not allowing the
division of inherited property to the rightful heirs, namely that the somah's wealth is
the  basis  of  material  life  provided  for  the  somah  residents  concerned  and  their
descendants.

Parents' grants to their children can be counted as inheritance, has become a
tradition  or  custom  among  the  people  of  Indonesia,  in  the  parental,  Matrilineal,
patrilineal family system, where the gift is made when the child becomes an adult and
forms an independent family. Then after the granting parent dies, the distribution of
the inheritance to the heirs is carried out, then the grant will be considered and taken
into account with the part that should be received by the children concerned if they
have not received part of the family property by grant.

In the context of customary law, a grant refers to the act of a person dividing
his or her property among his or her children while he or she is still alive. Granting
often occurs when children start to become independent or when they marry and form
their own families. The granting process is done while the grantor is still alive, with
the aim of preventing disputes among the children after the grantor's death. This is
often done due to concerns, for example if the children's mother is not a biological
mother but a stepmother, or if there are adopted children who may have questionable
status  as  heirs.  In  addition,  there  are  also  situations  where  the  grantor  loves  the
adopted  child  very  much  and  feels  that  the  child  lacks  understanding  of  the
application of Islamic law, so parents often grant all of their property to their children.

Basically,  customary law regulates  the withdrawal  or  cancellation of grants
that have been given, if the grant is not in accordance with the applicable provisions,
in this case there are several regions that allow the withdrawal of grants. In the event
that  a  grant  is  withdrawn  or  canceled,  according  to  the  three  legal  systems  in
Indonesia that regulate grants, namely Islamic Law, Customary Law and Civil Law,
grants  that  have  been  given cannot  be canceled.  Except:  the  grant  of  a  parent  to
his/her child (according to Islamic Law), the grant is contrary to the provisions of
local custom (according to Customary Law) and if the grantee does not fulfill  the
requirements in carrying out the grant that has been given (according to Civil Law).

According  to  the  author  of  the  grant  made  between  the  mother  and  her
biological child, the grant is classified as what is called a Free-only agreement where
it  is  aimed  at  only  one  party  while  the  other  party  does  not  need  to  provide
counterproduction in return. On this basis, the grant indirectly has legal consequences,
namely where the grantor is obliged to submit and transfer the goods granted to the
grantee  and  transfer  the  goods  granted  to  the  grantee,  this  is  contained  in  the
provisions of Article 1682 of the Civil Code which states that the grant must be made
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by an Authentic Deed made before an authorized official, namely a Notary, otherwise
it will be threatened with cancellation.

In addition to the aforementioned Article, there is the provision of Article 1686
of the Civil Code which states that the property rights to the objects contained in the
grant, as well as the grantee being considered valid, do not pass to the grantee other
than  by  way  of  delivery  made  in  accordance  with  Articles  612,  613  616  and
furthermore, that BW adheres to the understanding of Obligatoir separation and the
lavering of free will arises and is valid at the time of the lavering. That the lawsuit for
the annulment of the grant in the above case is that where the plaintiff (biological
mother) made a grant to the Defendant (biological son of the defendant), on February
17, 2003 (grant declaration letter), according to the author, the grant made on the date
mentioned  above and until  the  filing of  the annulment  lawsuit  there  has  been  no
making of an authentic grant, so according to the author, the grant in the above case is
an underhand grant, thus the grant according to Civil Law / BW has not been made in
accordance with what the law instructs, namely Articles 1682, 1686 of the Civil Code.
So according to the author based on the aforementioned articles, the grant made by
the Plaintiff to the defendant can be canceled because the handover process has not
yet occurred.

4.2. Status of Buildings on Grant Objects Canceled by the Court

Cancellation cases are cases that often occur because the first party to the grant does
not fulfill the requirements in carrying out the grant that has been given. According to
the law, grants that have been given cannot be withdrawn or canceled but there are
some  exceptions.  The  law  does  not  systematically  regulate  the  consequences  of
nullification. In general,  the effect of a revocation is retroactive and returns to the
original state or ex tunc. Legal consequences are all consequences that occur from all
legal actions carried out by legal subjects against legal objects or other consequences
caused by certain events by law.

This legal effect then gives birth to a right and obligation for the parties to the
legal action. With the cancellation of this grant in a state clean of the burdens attached
to the goods.[10] Then if what is granted is a plot of land and if the land has been
erected a permanent building then the building must be demolished and the land must
be leveled again within a predetermined period of time.[11] One important aspect of
land law is the legal relationship between land and other objects attached to it. The
legal certainty of the legal position of objects attached to the land is very important
because  this  has  a  broad  influence  on  all  legal  relations concerning  the  land  and
objects attached to it.

According to Article 1682 of the Civil Code which states that a grant must be
made by an authentic deed made before an authorized official, otherwise it will be
threatened with cancellation. In grant annulment case Number 37/PK/Ag/2021, it is
known that the grant made is an underhand grant so that based on the Civil Code,
underhand grants are considered invalid. In this case, it was found that there was a
building  attached  to  the  land  grant.  The  Civil  Code  recognizes  the  existence  of
zaakwaarneming  arrangements.  According  to  Akhmad Fathoni,  Zaakwarneming is
considered a binding matter as an engagement which will have legal consequences
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and consequences for the parties, namely Dominus and Gestor.[12] The provisions of
Zaakwarneming are regulated in Article 1354 of the Civil Code which stipulates that
"If  a  person  voluntarily  without  being  assigned,  represents  the  affairs  of  another
person, with or without the knowledge of that person, then he tacitly binds himself to
continue and complete the business, until the person whose interests he represents can
do the business himself. He must also carry out all the obligations that he would have
assumed if he had received an express power." Article 1357 of the Civil Code "The
party whose interests are properly represented by another person, is obliged to fulfill
the  obligations,  which  are  carried  out  by  the  representative  on  his  behalf,  give
compensation and interest caused by all obligations that are personally made by him,
and reimburse all expenses that are useful and necessary."

The author analyzes that the defendant is categorized as a Gestor, which is a
party who represents the affairs of others voluntarily. The author also analyzes that
the plaintiff is categorized as Dominus, which is the party being represented. In this
case the plaintiff as Dominus had given the defendant freedom to manage the land
and buildings on the land that had been granted, but after 16 years the plaintiff as the
grantor canceled the grant that had been given to the defendant. Therefore based on
Article  1357  of  the  Civil  Code  the  plaintiff  as  the  party  whose  interests  are
represented  is  obliged  to  provide  compensation  for  costs  including  the  cost  of
building on the land whose grant was canceled. Article 1365 of the Civil Code "Every
act that is unlawful and brings harm to another person, obliges the person who causes
the harm through his fault to compensate for the loss." The author analyzes that the
Plaintiff must provide compensation to the Defendant as a result of the cancellation of
the grant, if the plaintiff does not provide compensation voluntarily for the costs and
buildings incurred by the defendant, then based on Article 1365 of the Civil Code the
plaintiff can be sued by the defendant as a tort.

Law No. 5/1960 on the Basic Regulation of Agrarian Principles regulates land
law  in  Indonesia.  One  of  the  principles  adopted  by  national  agrarian  law  is  the
principle  of  horizontal  separation.  The  principle  of  horizontal  separation  is  the
principle that every legal action concerning land rights does not automatically include
legal actions on objects on the land.[13] The meaning of the principle of horizontal
separation  can  also  be  heard  from the  opinions  of  several  experts  such  as  Imam
Sudiyat who stated something similar that the principle of horizontal separation is the
ownership of land and objects or everything that stands on the land is separate.[14]

There is nothing in the laws and regulations related to the status of buildings
built on land grants that are canceled by court decisions. According to the author, the
application of  the principle of  horizontal  separation in  the aforementioned  case  is
appropriate  because  land  rights  do  not  include  ownership  of  buildings  on  it.
Buildings,  and  other  objects  on a  piece  of  land belong to the party who built  it,
namely the defendant.

5. Conclusion

The  regulation  of  grants  in  the  Civil  Code  adheres  to  the  notion  of  Obligatory
separation and lavering where the will arises and is valid at the time of the lavering.
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That  the  lawsuit  to  cancel  the  grant  from the  plaintiff  (biological  mother)  as  the
grantor  to  the  defendant  (biological  son  of  the  defendant)  as  the  grantee  is  an
underhand grant. Thus the granting according to Civil Law / BW has not yet taken
place in accordance with what the law orders, namely Articles 1682, 1686 of the Civil
Code. Therefore, according to the author, based on the aforementioned articles, the
grant made by the Plaintiff to the defendant can be canceled because the handover
process has not yet occurred.

The Civil  Code recognizes  the  existence  of  zaakwaarneming arrangements.
zaakwarneming is considered a binding matter as an engagement  which will  have
legal consequences and consequences for the parties, namely Dominus and Gestor.
That the defendant is categorized as the Gestor, namely the party who represents the
affairs of others voluntarily, while the plaintiff is categorized as the Dominus, namely
the party being represented. In this case the plaintiff as the Dominus had given the
defendant  freedom  to  manage  the  land  and  buildings  on  the  land  that  had  been
granted, however after 16 years the plaintiff as the grantor canceled the grant that had
been  given  to  the  defendant.  Thus  based  on  Article  1357 of  the  Civil  Code  the
plaintiff  as  the  party  whose  interests  are  represented  is  obliged  to  provide
compensation for costs including the cost.
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